12th Aug 2021

Agenda

- Ireland Tie-Up
  - V2 docs nearing completion
  - Ireland Documentation [Project Board]
    - Action: James to prioritize TODO list
- TAF Status
  - All passing: 541 Functional, 30 Integration, 10 Performance
- Core WG [Project Board]
  - Discuss return all register endpoint services:
    - Action: Jim to reach out
  - Others:
    - Action: Jim to update Ireland Wiki with known bugs
      (since fixed)
- go-mod-bootstrap
  - Fixed issues
    - #40 Update README.md with architecture/design information
    - #264 Logging of EDGEX_CONF_DIR override is incorrect
    - #268 REST endpoints do not gracefully handle request timeout
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(configured by bootstrap)

○ go-mod-core-contracts
  ■ Fixed issues
    ● #512 Some import paths "/v2" should be deleted
    ● #499 [V2] Create factory methods for sub-DTOs
    ● #158 Add Subscription Client for services to create notification subscriptions

○ edgex-go
  ■ New issues
    ● #3648 when update the device profile, and restart the device service, but get the device all commands is not updated? why?
    ● #3656 [Security] Remove curl executable from secretstore-setup
    ● #3663 The quotes in configuration.toml are not consistent
  ■ Working issues
    ● #2304 Add Websocket Support for Support-notifications
    ● #3638 Enable the authentication plugins on a route-by-route basis
    ● #2462 REST endpoints do not gracefully handle request timeout configured by bootstrap
  ■ Fixed issues
    ● #2987 rule engine, send to message bus, set port 5563, but endpoint use 5573
    ● #3653 How to config zero trigger for core-data
    ● #3639 SMA operation documentation incorrect
    ● #3640 Upload Device Profile API is not clear
    ● #3654 Mismatched types error in internal/security/kdf/methods.go

• QA/Test Project Board
  ○ Kuiper 1.3.0 now available with reduced footprint (especially for ARM)
    ■ Action: Lenny to update compose for Ireland and current
    ■ Siggi to check whether Snap needs same for this and dot release
  ○ New issues
    ■ #514 Add App Services integration tests for External MQTT Trigger
  ○ Fixed issues
    ■ #515 Lost AdminState in pre-created interval action

Other Business

• Siggi: CLI client - draft ADR and PR. Awaiting comments etc
• New valueType “Object” and ObjectReading. Cloud to liaise with Steve Osselton and Iain Anderson and provide more context. Why not marshall to JSON?
  ○ Steve invited to next WG call